
Configuring Delivery in Rosetta 
 

When a consumer requests content, and the Access Rights Checker has determined that the 

consumer may view the content, it is delivered according to delivery rules. These delivery 

rules use input and output parameters to define the representation profile and the viewer. 

In this video, we will first show how to manage viewers and representation profiles. Then we 

will demonstrate how to configure delivery rules.  

To see the available viewers, click the gear icon to open Rosetta Administration. Under 

System Configuration, Delivery, select Viewer Management.  The first section shows Bundled 

Viewers that come out of the box with Rosetta.  Scroll down to see External Viewers, if your 

institution has added some. You can edit these, and you can Add a new one.   

Each viewer functions on the IE, Intellectual Entity, level or on the file level.  

An IE viewer provides a wrapper for an Intellectual Entity that can display the content along 

with its metadata. This is the General IE viewer, which was developed for Rosetta. Along 

with the content in the middle, it also shows metadata and a table of contents. It can be 

used for various Intellectual Entity types, where each IE may be composed of one or more 

representations, each composed of one or more files. If more than one representation is 

available, you can see them here. Open a representation to see the files within it. The 

General IE viewer uses file delivery rules to determine which file viewers will be used to 

deliver each file. For example, this file is a JPG, and the file delivery rule causes the file to be 

delivered with OpenSeadragon, which is a file level viewer for images.  

The Universal viewer, which is a third-party IE viewer, also comes out of the box with 

Rosetta. Here you can also see the contents on the left and the metadata on the right. Third-

party IE viewers provide file-level services and therefore do not require Rosetta’s file 

delivery rules.  

You may want the viewer to be different depending on the representation.  

The Representation Profiles List is also in Rosetta Administration, under System 

Configuration, Delivery, Representation Profile Configuration. A representation profile is a 

set of attributes that define a representation or group of representations which, based on 

their content, should be viewed by a dedicated viewer that can handle them as a whole. 

Here you can see the available representation profiles, such as Preservation Master or 

Derivative Copy. You can change a representation profile by clicking Edit or add a new one 

with the button Add Representation Profile.  

Once your viewers and representation profiles are set up, you can configure the IE delivery 

rules. These rules will determine which representation profile and viewer will be used to 

display the requested content. Under System Configuration, Delivery, select IE Delivery 

Rules. 

The order of the rules matters, because the Delivery Manager will consider each rule in 

order and use the first rule that matches the input parameters. If the considered rule does 

not match, then the next rule will be considered, and so on. Drag and drop the rules to 



change the order. The Active column allows you to toggle a rule to active or inactive with 

one click. Here, you can View, Edit, or Delete the rule.  

As an example, let’s edit this first rule. Click Edit to open the IE Delivery Rule Details page.  

The General Information Section has the Name and Description of the rule. The next section 

defines the Input Parameters.  If the operator is In, the parameter is met by any of the 

following values. Set the parameter to Not In to exclude the following values. A Not In 

condition will be met if none of the values match.   

There are IE attributes, such as the Owner and the Entity Type. This rule, for example, will go 

into effect for IE entities of type ALTO. Let’s add the entity type Book. There are User 

attributes, such as whether the user is a staff member or not. This allows, for example, to 

display the derivative copy to patrons and the preservation master to researchers. You can 

also specify users by ID. Another parameter is Browser type, which can distinguish between 

Mobile and non-Mobile. Finally, you can add other Request Parameters.  

The next section, Output Parameters, has an ordered list of pairs, where each representation 

profile is paired with a viewer. If the Input Parameters of this rule have been met, then the 

Representation Profiles of the output parameters are considered, in order. The IE will be 

delivered via the viewer of the first profile which matches the IE representations. 

If a matching Representation Profile is not found, then the default output delivers the 

default representation with the General IE viewer. 

Adding a new IE delivery rule is similar to editing and existing one. Click Add a New Delivery 

Rule. The Name must be unique. The Description is optional. Set the input and output 

parameters. Remember to Save, and then drag it to the desired position in your list of 

delivery rules.  

You can also configure File delivery rules. These are relevant for the General IE viewer, which 

is native to Rosetta, or for single file delivery. 

Configuring the File delivery rules is similar to configuring the IE delivery rules. In Rosetta 

Administration, under System Configuration, Delivery, select File Delivery Rules.  As we saw 

before, you can change the order, make a rule active or inactive, view, edit, or delete a rule.  

You can also Add a File Delivery Rule with this button.  

Now, let’s see a delivery rule in action. This IE is a book, and I configured the first delivery 

rule so that books will automatically be opened with the Internet Archive Book Reader. 

With the configuration settings for representation profiles and delivery rules, you can craft 

the best delivery for the requested content.   

 

  


